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equal." I got an oc Viper connected to a
monitor and keyboard via HDMI from a

laptop. He would use the laptop to play Nier
Automata. But the laptop has no controller.
So he used this oc and keyboard. I also used

an oc directly connected to a mouse, and then
remapped the mouse keys to the Controller

and WASD to be used in play. Why I put that
aside: i could probably have made use of a

cable connecting the keyboard and monitor,
and then map the controller to the keyboard.
(so the controller would control the monitor
and I could play the game) The difference

being: that the system in question was on the
go and I wouldn't want to carry two cables
around. Do you think that using a HDMI

from a laptop to a monitor and controller with
the mouse would be a better option? I think it
would probably be. You would have to get the

keyboard as an extra though. I have an idea
for a moment, an alternate PC that would be
exactly like the laptop, but with a hdmi and

joystick. But I think that doing this will leave
your options limited if you want to get
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